SALON PERMISSION FORM

Name (please print): ________________________________________________

Signature: __________________________________ Date: __________________

E-mail: __________________________________________________________

Entry Title: ________________________________________________________
(Please complete one permission form for each entry title.)

I grant permission to the Association of Medical Illustrators (AMI) to reproduce my salon entry for
digital and/or print publication in the Journal of Biocommunication and/or the AMI Newsletter.
☐ Grant ☐ Deny

I grant permission to the Association of Medical Illustrators (AMI) to reproduce my salon entry as
part of a set to be loaned and managed by the AMI Archives for use in educational programs or
presentations.
☐ Grant ☐ Deny

If the Work is selected for AMI promotional purposes, the Illustrator grants the following rights to
the Association of Medical Illustrators (AMI) at no cost to the AMI:

Non-exclusive permission to use the Work(s) for promotion and publicity of the AMI and the
profession of medical illustration in the following products and media only:
· AMI Brochure
· Salon Catalog and postcard
· Press Releases and Press Kits promoting the profession
· AMI Website
· AMI internal materials
· Presentations promoting Medical Illustration to potential markets
· Welcome kits for new AMI Members

AMI printed promotional materials will include on-page copyright information (© Illustrator Name,
Year) adjacent to, or embedded within, the Work. AMI will encode a digital watermark on the
Work when used on the AMI website. All other rights, including copyright, remain the property of
the Illustrator. For any additional uses, of any nature, a representative of the AMI will contact
each involved Illustrator in advance to discuss the use(s) and optional grant(s) of permission, to
ensure that such promotional use by AMI will create no license conflicts between the Illustrator
and any Illustrator client. Such additional usage permission shall be in writing and shall be
maintained on file by the Association. The AMI will provide a copy of any printed use of the Works
to the Illustrator within 60 days of publication.
☐ Grant ☐ Deny

YOUR SALON ENTRY IS CONSIDERED INCOMPLETE WITHOUT THIS FORM ATTACHED